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Influence Functions
Questions that Influence Methods address:
● Which training examples are most responsible for the 

prediction at a given test point?
● Which training examples advocate / oppose the prediction at 

a test point?
● Which part of the training data is corrupt / of lower quality?
● Which training examples are easier / harder to memorize?

The formal answer [1]:

x is a training example; z is a test example; 𝚯 is the parameters of a 
model; 𝑳 is the loss function used in training; 𝑫 is the corpus of all 
training examples.

However removing each training example and retraining the 
model is not feasible! e
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● Instead [1] compute the effect of the perturbation on the 
current optimum:

This is faster, but for DL models still not feasible due to the 
inverse of the Hessian 
● [2] (LISSA) suggest iterative inversion of Hessian with:

Hessian vector products can be estimated in 𝑶(𝒃 · 𝒑)-time, where 
𝒃 = |𝑫|, 𝒑=|𝚯| . The total 𝑶(𝒃 · 𝒑 · 𝒓)-time complexity will be 
incurred at every x in whose influence on z we are interested.

Method is slow: either small models, reduction of parameters 
to the last layer, small datasets or a subset of points.
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MNIST Benchmark
Corrupted MNIST -- Small Model (Figure 1 & 2)

● [2] considers only a 10% subset of data and a CNN with 3k 
parameters

● We evaluate ability to recall synthetically mislabeled 
examples [4]. 

● IFs outperform gradient methods and RandProj  does not 
capture correct eigenvalues.
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Scalable Influence Functions

𝑶(𝒑) complexity is the major bottleneck for efficient 
implementation of IFs. 

We can use Random Projection                         to create a subspace of     
size       such that

 

However the image of        is not      -invariant. To solve this we propose 
using the standard the Arnoldi iteration [3] technique of building an 
approximately      -invariant subspace and constructing the n-th order 
Krylov subspace:

The procedure additionally builds an orthonormal basis for Krylov 
subspace so that the diagonalization of the restriction        to       yields 
an approximation of the largest (in absolute value) eigenvalues of       
and of the corresponding eigenvectors.
   

The matrix        gets replaced with now diagonal        simplifying the 
matrix inversion appearing in the definition of         and dispensing  with 
the expensive LISSA [2] procedure.
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Machine Translation
Synthetic Noise (Table 2)
● A model on WMT17 German -> English.
● Noisy data where references where permuted (with 6% 

probability).
● Subsetting the layers leads to worse performance.

Natural Noise [Quality] (Table 3)
● Bad quality Paracrawl (100M pairs, ~1B words) from WMT’18 data 

cleaning task..
● Applying Arnoldi on top of Microsoft winning submission Scores 

to get 50% of the selected clean data gives 37.2.
● Method has high throughput: 2.2M examples per hour using 

TPUv2 (32 cores)

Corrupted MNIST --  Large Model (Table 1)

● CNN with 800k parameters..
● LISSA is prohibitively slow;  Arnoldi & RandProj scale well; no 

advantage in using curvature information.

● We proposed a new way of calculating influence scores of [2] for large DNNs by approximate diagonalization of their Hessians and 
avoiding re-estimating them on every training example. 

● We demonstrated finding influential or noisy examples in datasets of up to 100M training examples and models with up to 300M 
parameters.

● We showed IFs can be either superior or match random projection and gradient-based approaches, when measured on the 
benchmark of retrieving synthetically mislabeled data with self-influence scores.

● We will make our code publicly available.
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